
CASE REPORT

We report the case of an 84 years old man without significant medical history. He consulted for rapidly progressive
dysphagia for solids and liquids and loss of weight. The gastroscopy showed a dilated esophagus but no trace of food in it.
The esophageal mucosa had superficial and linear tears that followed the long axis from the middle to the cardias (Fig. 1).
The endoscopic view remembered that would cause a cat scratching on a tubular fabric. Among the mucosal flaps we could
see an entire and erythematous submucosa with its microvasculature respected (Fig. 2). Endoscopic progression, which was
not traumatic, diagnosed a cardiac tumor that was generating an incomplete stenosis at that level. Histology showed a
squamous stratified epithelium.

DISCUSSION 

Linear mucosal breaks (cat scratch) have been described in the colon (1); until now we have not found cases reported in
the esophagus. Diagnosis is made morphologically, when the endoscopic view mimics the image of a cat scratch. They are
longitudinal and superficial lesions that affect the mucosa without symptoms in most of the cases (2). When they occur in
the colon, it is thought that they are due to the barotrauma secondary to distension; so, they are attributed to insufflation on
a mucosa with some kind of microscopic diffuse damage (3). Other authors emphasize the importance of changes in elasticity
or even taking some drugs (4). 

Cat scratch esophagus: a new entity to be described?
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In our case we think the rapid and prolonged distension which the esophagus endured due to a cardiac tumor of explosive
growth led to a detachment of the mucosa, manifested in the tears described in our endoscopy.
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